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THE HAUNTED HAMBURGER NAMED #1 BURGER RESTAURANT IN ARIZONA

COTTONWOOD, Arizona: The Haunted Group hospitality group, known for putting Jerome and
Cottonwood “on the map” as Northern Arizona tourism destinations, announces that its flagship
restaurant, The Haunted Hamburger, has been named the #1 Burger Restaurant in Arizona by
Ranking Arizona.

Opened in 1994, The Haunted
Hamburger is a centerpiece of the
revitalization of the mountain town of
Jerome. Perched on Cleopatra Hill, high
above the Verde Valley, The Haunted
Hamburger boasts mile-high views,
delicious food, and “boos.”

The Haunted Hamburger was the first of
husband-and-wife ownership duo Eric
and Michelle Jurisin's restaurant
ventures in the Verde Valley and was an
instant success. Fans scale the town’s

“heart attack stairs” year after year to visit this spirited establishment, which features a menu of
traditional American fare. Unmatched Verde Valley views and a host of happy haunts make The
Haunted Hamburger a favorite for Phoencians, locals and travelers, and explain why this
restaurant claims the #1 spot for Burger Restaurants by Ranking Arizona.

Ranking Arizona is the result of the largest business opinion poll in Arizona. More than 15,000
companies compete annually and approximately 2,500 winners are profiled. Over one million
voters cast their votes based on their opinions of the quality of products and services provided,
and with whom they would recommend doing business.

“The companies that are voted into the top ten are those companies whose customers and
clients say are the best companies to do business with, in Arizona,” said Mike Atkinson,
President and CEO of Az Big Media. “There is no better endorsement in business than one from
your customers.”
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“This distinction is such an honor,” says Haunted Group owner, Eric Jurisin. “The support and
love from our customers has helped The Haunted Hamburger grow to what it is today. We are
thankful to have a symbiotic relationship with our guests, who provide us with the feedback we
desire to consistently grow and always bring new, distinct experiences to the Verde Valley.”

The Haunted Hamburger is open 11am-9pm daily.

THE HAUNTED HAMBURGER
410 Clark St.
Jerome, AZ 86331
https://thehauntedhamburger.com/ | 928-634-0554
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheHauntedHamburger
Instagram: @thehauntedhamburger

About the Haunted Group:
The Haunted Group, a hospitality group based in Cottonwood, Arizona, runs eight distinct hotel
& restaurant properties across the Verde Valley, including the Haunted Hamburger, the Tavern
Hotel, and The Clinkscale Hotel, Bar + Grill. Known for innovative cuisine, impeccable design
and theming, and family-oriented leadership, the Haunted Group is credited with bringing fresh
concepts into Jerome and Cottonwood, putting these locations “on the map” with trendy
destinations loved by Phoenicians, out-of-state travelers, and locals alike.
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